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Abstract: Automatic speech emotion recognition is a very 

necessary activity for effective human-computer interaction. This 
paper is motivated by using spectrograms as inputs to the hybrid 
deep convolutional LSTM for speech emotion recognition. In this 
study, we trained our proposed model using four convolutional 
layers for high-level feature extraction from input spectrograms, 
LSTM layer for accumulating long-term dependencies and finally 
two dense layers. Experimental results on the SAVEE database 
shows promising performance. Our proposed model is highly 
capable as it obtained an accuracy of 94.26%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We may ask ourselves why the emotional awareness by 

machines is even desirable [1]. Firstly to make the customer 
experience better by understanding their emotional state for 
example in a lot of computer-aided learning systems, we can 
adjust the presentation of the material or pace of learning by 
knowing the learner’s emotional state and achieve the best 

results for that student [2]. Emotional awareness by machines 
can also be used to provide tools to humans to make them 
more effective for example in gaming industry we can look or 
hear the gamer’s reaction and improve the game design by 

knowing the frustration point that is there in the game design. 
In commercial marketing, we can use emotion recognition to 
gauge the viewers’ reaction to the marketing materials and 
accordingly fine-tune the materials to achieve the desired 
effect [3], [4]. Therefore, in all these applications, we need to 
build machines that are capable to perceive human emotional 
state. People perceive emotion from speech, facial 
expressions, body language etc., and speech being the most 
natural and fastest way [5]. Emotion perception from speech 
is not that simple, this is because in most of the cases we 
actually rely on the context (in longer conversations to get 
better sense). For many years, SER has been a dynamic 
research area [6], [7]. Emotion representation theory became 
the foundation for emotion recognition research by providing 
methods to give the various details of emotions so as to label 
the data with appropriate target and finally the machines can 
learn to predict the emotions [8]. 
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 Earlier, a lot of scientists focussed on finding the best feature 
that represents emotion. Our understanding of what signal 
level information in speech is most useful (for emotion 
recognition) improved only by the advances that scientists did 
in classical machine learning and signal processing [9] [10]. 
In recent years, with the popularity of deep learning in fields 
such as computer vision or speech recognition, emotion 
recognition also pivoted into this new deep learning 
technology based approach [11]. The remainder of this paper 
is arranged as follows: a brief review of current related work 
is presented in the next section, following the details of our 
proposed CNN-LSTM based speech emotion recognition 
system. The experimental results are also discussed and 
finally the conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

   This section gives an overview of the recent trends in 
speech emotion recognition systems. At present, two mostly 
used deep learning methods are Convolution Neural 
Networks (CNNs) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
networks. Recently, researchers used both CNN and LSTM 
based systems to advance the performance of SER systems 
using spectrogram-based speech signals or raw speech signals 
[12], [13], [14]. Huang et al. [15] used auto-encoders 
followed by single-layer Convolution Neural Network (CNN) 
for speech emotion recognition and achieved good 
performance. However this approach is not suitable for 
variable length speech inputs. Sainath et al. [16] used 
CLDNN (Convolution Long Short-Term Memory Deep 
Neural Networks) on raw waveform speech signals. 
Tregeorgis et al. [17] integrated two-layer CNNs with Long 
Short Term Memory (LSTM) and presented an end-to-end 
speech emotion recognition system. X. Li et al. [18] presented 
a large vocabulary speech recognition using CNN and 
LSTM-RNN. Badshah et al. [19] proposed a three-layer 
CNNs using spectrograms of speech signals and 
reconstructed error-based framework for continuous data. 
Mirsamadi et al. [20] and Han et al. [21] proposed Recurrent 
Neural Networks (RNNs) along with LSTM for speech 
emotion recognition system. Nie et al. [22] proposed deep 
retinal CNNs which achieved 99.25% accuracy. Shiqing et al. 
[23] proposed CNN-LSTM based model using two 
challenging spontaneous databases – AFEW5.0 and 
BAUM-1s that outperformed state-of-the-art methods. 
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 III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

 
Figure 1: Architecture of our proposed model 

 

Figure 1 depicts the basic architecture of our work. It 
broadly includes two parts: (1) creation of spectrograms of the 
speech signal, (2) network architecture: CNN-LSTM fusion. 
This fusion is very effective as it takes the advantage of both 
these neural networks. 

A. Creation of spectrograms 

The visual representation of sound is called a spectrogram, 
fashioned by a mathematical algorithm called fast-fourier 
transform. A raw speech signal is taken and decomposed it 
into its frequency components by using this algorithm [24]. 
Simply put, a spectrogram reflects the variation of frequency 
in the signal [25]. A spectrogram displays horizontal x-axis 
time and vertical y-axis frequency. The components (which 
form a complex signal) in speech signal do not have the same 
amplitude value. Differences in the amplitude are shown on a 
spectrogram by shading [26]. In this way, a spectrogram is 
three dimensional i.e. it shows x-axis time, y-axis frequency 
and shading amplitude similar to RGB [27]. Sample 
spectrograms are shown in figure 2. In our model, we have 
used 480 utterances whose corresponding spectrograms are 
generated by using python’s spectrogram function from 

pyplot library. 
 

  
Figure 2: Spectrograms generated from speech inputs. 

 

B. Network Architecture: CNN-LSTM Fusion 

    We will briefly discuss the algorithms and the layers used 
in our model and then throw light on CNN-LSTM fusion. 
1) Convolution neural network 
In 1998, Yann LeCun introduced the Convolution Neural 
Network (CNN). It is currently used in so many applications 
from the classification of images to audio synthesis [28]. Most 

commonly, we should think of a convolution neural network 
as an artificial neural network that has some ability to identify 
patterns and make sense of them. This pattern detection 
makes neural networks such useful for image analysis [29]. 
There are mainly four layers in CNN and we use some 
additional layers in order to normalize our network. Each of 
these are described below: 
 Convolution layer: The convolution layer represents 

CNN's layer one where we interact (images, 1D time series 
data) with filters or kernels. By using a sliding window, we 
apply small units across the input and these units are known 
as filters [30]. The input and filter depth are synonymous, a 
coloured image RGB having depth three, will be filtered 
with same depth i.e. three [31]. In convolution process, 
element-wise product of filters in the image is taken and 
then for each sliding action the products are added. We will 
obtain a 2-D matrix after convolving a 3-D filter as the 
output [32]. 

 Activation layer: Between the successive convolutional 
layers, we only use non-linear activation functions [33]. 
Due to associative property of convolution, 
only nonlinear activation functions between successive 
convolution layers are allowed and linear activation 
functions do not lead to learning. 

 Pooling layer: Pooling includes the down-sampling of the 
features with the goal that we have to learn less parameters 
during training [34]. 
Using pooling layer, mainly two hyper-parameters are 
introduced, one being the spatial extent dimension and the 
other being stride. The value of ‘n’ defines the dimension 

of spatial extent, taking n * n feature representation and 
mapping to a single value. The number of feature the sliding 
window skips along the width and height is the stride. 
Over-fitting is reduced by performing pooling as it reduces 
the number of parameters [35], [36]. A 2 * 2 max 
non-overlapping filter having a stride of 2 represents a 
common pooling layer. If a maximum value is returned 
among the features in the region, it represents a max filter, 
however if the return is the average of features then it is 
average filter. In practice, a max filter performs better. 
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 Fully connected layer: The high-level features in data are 
represented by the output of the convolution layer. We use 
this layer for classification.  
A fully connected layer is introduced to allow output to be 
flattened and connected to the output layer, to learn these 
features in non-linear combinations. The pooling layers’ 

output is 3D volume but a fully connected feed forward 
network takes a 1D feature vector as input [37]. To convert 
this 3D volume into one dimension, the output width and 
height should be one and this is possible only by flattening 
the 3D layer into 1D vector [38]. 

 Batch Normalization layer (Batch Norm): During 
training, if there is any instability in any layer of our neural 
network, we apply batch normalization to that layer. The 
output from the activation function is normalized using a 
batch normalization layer and this being the very first thing 
that this layer does. This addition can greatly increase the 
training speed [39]. Also the outlying large weights greatly 
influence the training process and batch norm reduces it. 
The Batch norm name is given because it works according 
to per batch basis and the batch size is set when we train our 
model [40]. 

2) Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) is a neural network in 
which the previous steps’ output are fed as input to the current 
step. But practically, these recurrent neural networks have a 
limitation that they can look back only a few steps. For 
understanding problems such as speech recognition, a system 
is required to store and use context information [41]. A type 
of RNN is LSTM. A neural network that learns order 
dependencies in sequence prediction problems are known as 
LSTM networks. In order to rectify the vanishing gradient 
problem, endless efforts were employed and LSTM is one 
such solution [42]. The speech signal is continuous in the time 
domain, so that each frame function only represents the 
emotional characteristics in a single frame. LSTM increases 
the information between adjacent frames which helps to 
reflect temporal continuity of the features. Therefore, LSTM 
obviously supports speech recognition.  

3) Fusion of CNN-LSTM 

A convolutional neural network being a feed-forward 
network, filters spatial data whereas the recurrent neural 
network (LSTM) feeds data back into itself. Thus recurrent 
neural networks are better suited for sequential data [43]. Put 
it differently, a convolutional neural network is able to 
perceive patterns across space, LSTM can see them over time. 
Since our speech signal is sequential, so LSTM is best suited 
for speech processing.  

C. Experimental Setup 

In our model, we implemented a hybrid CNN-LSTM 
network to classify emotions from speech signals. We used 
SAVEE dataset for our study. The steps which we performed 
are summarised as follows: firstly, we take a speech dataset in 
which speech signal is classified into number of attributes like 
happiness, anger, sadness which we want to identify. The 
speech signal is then ready for processing in the frequency 
domain and thus the spectrogram is obtained. 

These spectrograms can be treated as an image. CNN does 
prediction when this spectrogram is fed to it.Further LSTM is 
used to improvise the results as they are best suited for 
sequential speech data. Then we test and train our architecture 
and finally we get the outcome i.e. recognised emotions. 
 Emotional Database: The SAVEE (Surrey Audio-Visual 

Expressed Emotion), a public British English database 
having seven emotion viz. happiness, anger, disgust, fear, 
surprise, sadness and neutral [44]. In this database 15 
utterances for each emotion are produced by four male 
actors. These utterances are spoken in English language. 
Common to all emotions were three of these utterance 
while emotion-specific were two. The generic sentences 
that were dissimilar across six emotions were represented 
by the remaining utterances. Neutral emotions reported 
using three typical 
and two each emotion-specific sentences. 44 kHz was 
the sampling rate of the recordings. Except neutral which 
has 120 utterances, each emotion has 60 utterances from 
a total of 480 utterances. In our model we have used all of 
these 480 utterances and we have labelled each of these 
according to the different emotions. Label 0-59 for anger, 
60-119 for disgust, 120-179 for fear, 180-239 for 
happiness, 240-359 for neutral and 360-479 for sadness. 

D. Training and testing sets 

   Our model was trained using 9-fold cross validation i.e. 
9-fold data partition, first fold representing test set while 
others were used to train our model. Then second fold was 
used for testing and all other remaining to train our models. 
This is repeated for the third fold being the test set and process 
goes on for all the folds. In other words, 10 percent of the 
dataset is employed for testing and 90 percent of the dataset 
for training. Because of the computation and time expenses. 
The number of training epochs ware set to 100. 

E. Model Architecture 

   Deep neural network with four convolution layers, LSTM 
layer and finally two dense layers is taken as the model 
architecture for our study. Batch normalization layer, 
activation layer and finally max pooling layer are next to each 
convolution layer. In the convolution layer, rectified linear 
units (ReLU) activation functions were used and in the 
activation layer, Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) activation 
was used. A 3 * 3 kernel size is employed for the convolution 
layer and a 2 * 2 kernel size of max pooling layer. The 
convolution layers’ filter sizes varies as follows- filter size of 
32 for 1st convolution layer, filter size of 64 for 2nd 
convolution layer, filter size of 128 for 3rd and 4th 
convolution layers. Then we resize our output before feeding 
it into LSTM layer as CNN works on 4D while LSTM works 
on 2D. And finally we used the dense layer which is used for 
classification. 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

We commenced our study by implementation of CNN-LSTM 
architecture. Subsequently, hyper-parameters were modified 
by changing the convolution kernel size etc.  
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 The model is constructed in Python and trained for 100 
epochs. Accuracy, recall, precision, F1 score and Cohens 
kappa are the parameters on which we have shown the 
performance analysis of our model.  
The graph below depicts the results based on these 
parameters. Succeeding the performance graph are the 
screenshots of the spectrograms generated for each audio 
signal, the program results showing output and the emotion 
recognised for a particular audio input. 

 
Figure 3: Performance results of our proposed model 

based on different parameters 
 

 
Figure 4: Screenshot of program output showing 

performance parameters. 

Figure 4 shows the results of various parameters. Our 
model shows accuracy of 94.26%, precision value 1.0, 
recall value 1.0, F1 score 0.985. 

 
Figure 5: Screenshot of program output showing the 

anger emotion recognised for audio input. 

 
Figure 6: Screenshot of epochs running python console 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we applied CNN-LSTM fusion to characterize 
emotional states of acted speech utterances using SAVEE 
dataset. The objective here is to propose a CNN-LSTM based 
algorithms to improve Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) 
accuracy. We got an accuracy of 94.26 % which is quite good. 
The results of the present study have shown the ability of 
CNN-LSTM to study the emotional characteristics of speech 
signals from their low-level expression irrespective of sex and 
language. In spite of our networks' incredible performance, 
prospects for more improvements still remain. 
As we know that emotions are embedded in several modes 
such as audio, visual and language. For future work, using 
multi-modal data will help us in approaching the problem of 
speech recognition from emotions in everyday life situations. 
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